MODULAR SOLUTIONS

Through a collaboration of design, fabrication and project management, Tarpon Energy Services seamlessly executes a wide variety of modular solutions. Ranging from basic, rigid frame enclosures to expansive E-houses with multiple splits, our team can customize any project to achieve each client’s unique specifications. We ensure our clients’ projects are completed safely and with unparalleled quality from the initial design through to delivery and commissioning.

FEATURES

• Our highly skilled and dedicated workforce is committed to maintaining an unparalleled level of quality and client satisfaction
• Safety is of utmost importance at Tarpon - all employees strictly adhere to all regulations and Tarpon’s comprehensive health and safety program
• Easily accessible modular fabrication yard located in Calgary, Alberta, covers 20 acres of secured space
• Our expansive climate controlled warehouses are ideal for large equipment handling and storage
• Tarpon’s modular Quality Management Systems have been assessed and certified as meeting the requirements of ISO 9001:2008
• Our buildings are manufactured to comply with the following certifications:
  • CSA A660 Certification of Manufacturers of Steel Building Systems
  • CSA W47.1 Certification of Companies for Fusion Welding of Steel
• Vendor neutral integrator committed to supplying high quality products and services
• Comprehensive project services available:
  • In-house team of professionals can provide structural and electrical engineering services, and design assistance upon request
  • Procurement and materials management
  • HVAC integration
  • Construction support
  • Pre-assembly to final configuration prior to shipping
  • Start-up assistance
  • Building re-instatement
  • Field commissioning services
  • 24/7/365 maintenance offering

www.tarponenergy.com
VALUE-ADDED BENEFITS

• By manufacturing modular buildings off-site in a controlled environment, Tarpon’s clients can realize several distinct benefits including:
  • Reduced costs for site labour and materials transportation
  • Unsurpassed quality
  • One point of contact - our dedicated project managers are situated at the construction site and have the ability to closely monitor production and report progress to ensure constant communication and timely completion

• Tarpon provides routine value reporting throughout the duration of our projects - it demonstrates our superior performance while establishing responsibility and accountability
  • We openly disclose safety, quality and production updates to display Tarpon’s value as a best-in-class service provider
• Supplying clients with split and/or stackable modular buildings ensures even the most stringent transportation guidelines are achieved
• We have the ability to simultaneously execute multiple projects and can efficiently accommodate requests to increase project capacity
• Our 20 acre modular yard is easily accessible for clients who wish to view project progress firsthand

APPLICATIONS

• E-houses
• MCC/VFD buildings
• I/O buildings
• Remote instrument buildings
• Multi-component power substations
• Pump buildings
• Lab buildings
• Custom accommodations
• Client specific integrated solutions
• Office complexes
• Acoustic or non-acoustic enclosures
• Self-framed or rigid frame enclosures